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National measures for the development of the digital technologies on transport

- Unified digital platform for road transport
- Automated road traffic control system
- Digitalization of dispatcher operations
- IT systems in seaports
«Digital Transport and Logistics» Association was established in 2018 by the leaders of the Russian transport industry:
Key actions in the field of digital transformation of the Russian transport system

- Optimization of the multimodal freight traffic
- Digital interconnection between railways, seaports and custom authorities
- Establishment of the digital transport routes, using an electronic navigation seal
Digital client service platform on rail transport

- Electronic documents processing
- Consignment tracking
- Transportation monitoring
INTERTRAN - the new electronic registration service for internationally traded goods

Up to 30 digital operations

Reduced time of preparing documents
Key advantages of electronic navigation seal

- Increased cargo delivery speed
- Transparency of documentation
- Quickness of administrative procedures
- Reliability of information on location and safety of cargoes
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